A new instrument for simultaneous small-angle X-ray scattering and rheology experiments on soft solids is described. This device is based on a commercial rheometer with a shear sandwich geometry in which the sample is subjected to a planar oscillatory deformation. This instrument has been used for time-resolved small-angle X-ray scattering/rheology experiments at the Synchrotron Radiation Source, Daresbury Laboratory, England. The focus has been in particular on the effect of large-amplitude shearing on the orientation of cubic phases in gels of block copolymers formed in concentrated solutions, and on the bicontinuous cubic phase of a block copolymer melt. Representative results are presented for face-centred cubic (f.c.c.) and bodycentred cubic (b.c.c.) phases in gels of poly(oxyethylene)±poly(oxybutylene) diblock copolymers, and for the bicontinuous cubic`gyroid' structure in a poly-(ethylene-alt-propylene)±poly(dimethylsiloxane) diblock copolymer melt. The orientations of the micellar b.c.c. phases in the gels and the gyroid structure (belonging to the b.c.c. space group Ia " 3d) following large-amplitude shearing are shown to be the same, i.e. directionally oriented crystals are produced in both cases, in which (111) directions are oriented along the shear direction.
Introduction
Soft solids such as polymer melts, or gels formed by polymers, surfactants or colloids, can often be aligned by the application of external ®elds, whether mechanical, electric or magnetic. Mechanical ®elds, i.e. tensile deformation or shear ®elds, provide a particularly simple method of inducing macroscopic orientation in many soft solids. Indeed, during processing, many materials such as polymers are subjected to shear, for example during extrusion. From a scienti®c viewpoint, there is considerable interest in studying the effect of shear on ordered phases such as liquid-crystalline phases formed in surfactant (Penfold et al., 1997) or block copolymer solutions (Hamley, 1998) . Investigations of the relationship between changes in orientation of the structure and the dynamic mechanical properties are thus relevant in both a fundamental and applied context.
Although shearing of soft solids has been combined with other experimental techniques to investigate shearinduced structural changes, the rheological properties of the material have not been studied at the same time.
There have been many studies of the effect of shear on the structure of soft solids such as polymers or surfactant gels using scattering methods, small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) or small-angle light scattering (SALS), and a review of this work is outside the context of this paper. Here, we describe a new instrument for simultaneous rheology and small-angle scattering experiments on soft solids, using a modi®ed commercial rheometer. In this device, oscillatory shear is applied using a planar`shear sandwich' geometry (see below). The linear viscoelastic response is measured by applying low-amplitude shear and this provides the dynamic shear moduli. It is also possible to apply large-amplitude shear ®elds with the same device. In this case, the viscoelasticity is highly nonlinear and this can enable the structure to be oriented by shear. Indeed, it proves possible to prepare highly oriented`crystals' of soft solids by shearing at large amplitudes, at suitable shear rates.
The effect of shear on cubic micellar phases formed in aqueous solutions of poly(oxyethylene)-containing block copolymers has been investigated using both SANS and SAXS. Thermally induced gelation in these materials is coupled to the formation of cubic micellar structures. Micellization occurs in block copolymers in a selective solvent above a critical micelle concentration; there is then an equilibrium between free copolymer chains and micelles. As the concentration increases, the osmotic constraints on the micellar corona can stabilize cubic micellar structures (Watanabe et al., 1997) . Depending on the size of the corona relative to the core, either body-centred cubic (b.c.c., space group Im " 3m) or face-centred cubic (f.c.c., space group Fm " 3m) structures have been observed (McConnell et al., 1993; Pople et al., 1997) . The former structure corresponds to less closely packed`softer' spheres, while the latter is observed for micelles which behave more like hard spheres and in which the corona is smaller compared to the core. Mortensen (1992 Mortensen ( , 1993 and Mortensen et al. (1992) have used shear to prepare aligned domains of poly-(oxyethylene) ± poly(oxypropylene) ± poly(oxyethylene) (EPE) block copolymer gels, the structure of which was elucidated using SANS.
Face-centred cubic (f.c.c.) structures have also been observed in Pluronic copolymers, using SAXS Diat et al., 1996) . The effect of steady shear, applied using a Couette cell, on the orientation of an f.c.c. phase in E 127 P 48 E 127 (Pluronic F108) was investigated using SAXS and transitions between shearinḡ ows were elucidated . A twinned structure with a high density of stacking faults due tō ow of sliding layers was observed to transform into two large homogeneous single crystals, each comprising one of the twinned structures, separated on a millimetre scale, on application of large-amplitude oscillatory shear . Both b.c.c. and f.c.c. phases have been observed in solutions of poly(styrene)±poly(isoprene) (PS±PI) diblocks in decane (McConnell et al., 1993) . One or other of the two structures was formed below the order±disorder transition depending on the thickness of the micellar corona compared to the core.
The structure of gels of poly(oxyethylene)±poly-(oxybutylene) (EB) diblocks has recently been investigated by a number of groups. We have investigated the phase behaviour of gels of the diblock E 40 B 10 in 0.2 M K 2 SO 4 , elucidated using SAXS with simultaneous rheology (Pople et al., 1997; Hamley, Pople, Fairclough, Terrill et al., 1998) . SAXS revealed the presence of both f.c.c. and b.c.c. phases in cubic gels. The f.c.c. micellar structure was observed in the concentration range 25±30 wt% at room temperature and the b.c.c. phase for 30±40 wt%. However, the f.c.c. phase was also found at higher temperatures in the samples forming a b.c.c. phase at room temperature; in other words, a thermally driven transition between cubic micellar phases was observed. The transition temperature from b.c.c. to f.c.c. was found to be an increasing function of copolymer concentration. A hexagonalpacked cylinder phase was also observed in this system at high temperatures. Alexandridis et al. (1997) have examined the phase behaviour of E 18 B 10 in p-xylene/ water mixtures, including the oil-free case. We have examined the effect of both steady and oscillatory shear on aqueous solutions of this copolymer (a product of Dow Chemical Co.) in the hexagonal-packed cylinder and lamellar phases (Pople, Hamley, Hill & Booth, 1998 ) (formed at different concentrations) using SAXS. We have also reported on simultaneous SAXS and rheology experiments on the copolymer E 86 B 10 in 0.2 M K 2 SO 4 . Transitions in orientation of a b.c.c. phase were observed as a function of strain amplitude and frequency. The same transition was observed using SANS on a sample subjected to oscillatory shear .
The in¯uence of shear on the b.c.c. phase formed in block copolymer melts has been probed using SANS on samples oriented using reciprocating shear Koppi et al., 1994; Hamley, 1998) . Almdal et al. (1993) showed that highly twinned b.c.c. single crystals could be obtained by large-amplitude shearing. The deformation occurred via slip of close-packed {110} slip planes in the [ " 111] direction. The shear gradient direction was coincident with the [0 " 11] direction. Epitaxic growth of a b.c.c. structure from an oriented hexagonal structure has been observed for two polyole®n diblocks . The [111] direction of the b.c.c. structure was found to be coincident with the original cylinder axis, leading to a highly oriented, twinned b.c.c. structure. At high and low shear rates, twinned b.c.c. crystals were observed. However, at intermediate shear rates, shear melting occurred, as shown by isotropic twodimensional SAXS patterns. The loss of translational order at intermediate shear rates was ascribed to the generation of numerous defects, i.e. a proliferation of slip of {110} planes.
Shear has also been used to prepare oriented domains of the`gyroid' structure (space group Ia " 3d) observed for weakly segregated block copolymers in the phase diagram between the lamellar and hexagonal phases. The gyroid structure is a bicontinuous morphology with two interpenetrating networks, within each labyrinth the channels being connected at threefold nodes. Strictly, gyroid refers to the minimal surface discovered by Schoen (1970) and generally the A±B interface in this structure in AB block copolymers is not a minimal surface; nevertheless, this name has been commonly adopted for the Ia " 3d structure. Schulz et al. (1994) noted an epitaxic relationship between the hexagonal phase oriented by reciprocating shear and a higher-temperature gyroid phase in a blend of two diblocks. The oriented gyroid structure produces a characteristic diffraction pattern with eight {211} re¯ections and two {220} re¯ections comprising the innermost peaks, when the [111] direction is parallel to the shear direction. We return to a discussion of this pattern, observed for shearoriented diblock copolymer melts, below.
The same pattern has been observed for a gyroid phase upon heating from a`hexagonal perforated layer' (HPL) structure oriented by shear (Fo È rster et al., 1994) , or by shearing in the gyroid phase itself (Khandpur et al., 1995) . The HPL structure consists of lamellae with in-plane perforations in the minority component arranged hexagonally and has been observed for several diblock copolymers near the order± disorder transition (Disko et al., 1993; Hamley et al., 1993 Hamley et al., , 1994 . Recent theoretical (Qi & Wang, 1997) and experimental (Hajduk et al., 1997; Vigild et al., 1998) work suggests that it is a pseudostable structure that can be accessed thermally when the stability limit for lamellar, hexagonal or gyroid structures is passed. Vigild et al. (1998) have recently examined the stability of this phase using simultaneous SANS and rheology, and found that on cooling from a high-temperature hexagonal structure a HPL phase can be trapped, whereas quenching the hexagonal phase and performing isothermal annealing leads to the slow development of the gyroid phase directly. Thus, the HPL phase can be assessed kinetically as a result of the slow growth dynamics of the gyroid phase. On heating the lamellar phase in the same diblock blend, a transition to the gyroid phase also occurs via a transient HPL structure.
In this paper, the application of an instrument for simultaneous SAXS/rheology to the study of the effect of shear on orientation in cubic micellar phases formed by block copolymers in solution and in the bicontinuous gyroid' cubic phase in a block copolymer melt is discussed. The block copolymer gels were formed from EB diblocks in aqueous solutions and the block copolymer melt studied was a blend of two poly(ethylene -altpropylene)±poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PEP±PDMS) diblocks forming a gyroid phase. The orientation of the b.c.c. micellar phase induced by shear is compared with that observed in the gyroid phase (also having a b.c.c. space group).
Experimental

Materials
For the experiments on the effect of shear on the orientation of cubic phases in gels of block copolymers we used poly(oxyethylene)±poly(oxybutylene) diblock copolymers. These materials were synthesized anionically and both polymers used had narrow molecularweight distributions, M w aM n 1X04. The synthesis of diblock E 40 B 10 is described by Deng et al. (1995) and details of the synthesis and characterization of E 86 B 10 are summarized by . Both diblocks were dissolved in 0.2 M K 2 SO 4 at concentrations in the range 25±40 wt%. Results presented here are for copolymers at the higher end of this concentration range, which were found to be most susceptible to orientation by shear. The salt solution was chosen rather than water, because it moves the gel phase region into a more accessible temperature range (Deng et al., 1995) .
To illustrate results from experiments on`complex phases' in block copolymer melts, we present selected data from a blend of two PEP±PDMS diblock copolymers that is identical to the blend studied by SANS and rheology . This blend forms multiple ordered phases in the melt. It consists of a blend of a diblock with a volume fraction f PEP 0.65 and M n 10X6 kg mol À1 and one with f PEP 0.70 and M n 11X7 kg mol À1 . The blend consists of a mixture in a 3X1 weight ratio of the f PEP 0.65 and f PEP 0.70 copolymers to give an overall composition f PEP 0.66. Both polymers were synthesized anionically and had narrow molecular-weight distributions, M w aM n 1X04. Further details of the synthesis and characterization are provided elsewhere . Full details of experiments on transitions to and from the gyroid phase in this sample, studied using SAXS, will be presented in a subsequent paper.
Rheometer
Measurements of the rheological properties of the materials were performed using a Rheometrics RSA II system with a shear sandwich geometry. This device, in situ at a small-angle scattering station at the Synchrotron Radiation Source (SRS), Daresbury Laboratory, England, is shown in Fig. 1 . A transducer applies an oscillatory (sinusoidal) deformation and the dynamic shear moduli, G H and G HH , are measured as a function of the deformation conditions, i.e. shear amplitude and frequency. Using this rheometer, frequencies in the range from 10 À2 to 10 2 rad s À1 are accessible and with 0.25 mm total thickness of sample, shear amplitudes up to 200% are possible. Apertures were machined into the plates of the shear sandwich assembly to allow transmission of the X-ray beam and were covered by Kapton windows with a thickness of 6 mm. The sample was loaded onto the two ®xed plates to cover the full area, 12 Â 16 mm, and the shear sandwich was assembled. The modi®ed shear sandwich assembly is shown in Fig. 2 . The shear sandwich tool is contained within a temperature-controlled oven. Temperatures range from Fig. 1 . The Rheometrics RSA II rheometer in situ at station 8.2 at the SRS, Daresbury Laboratory, England. The beam is incident from the left and the vacuum chamber containing the pre-sample slits can be seen. On the right is the evacuated¯ight tube through which the X-ray beam passes to the gas-®lled area detector. In the rheometer, the beam passes through the oven, the black front doors of which can be seen. The shear sandwich assembly shown in Fig. 2 is contained in this oven. The transducer (top cylindrical part) and actuator (bottom cylindrical part) of the rheometer can also be seen.
123 to 873 K, using a liquid-nitrogen environmental controller for sub-ambient temperatures. The temperature is controlled to an accuracy of AE1 K via feedback through a thermocouple mounted close to the sample. In the SAXS experiments, the shear direction (v) was vertical and the gradient direction (rv), along which Xrays were incident, was horizontal. The neutral direction (e rv Â v) was also horizontal.
Small-angle X-ray scattering
Small-angle X-ray scattering experiments were conducted at the SRS, Daresbury Laboratory, England, on stations 8.2 and 16.1. Details of the storage ring, radiation and data-collection electronics have been given elsewhere (Bras et al., 1993; Bliss et al., 1995) . On station 8.2, white radiation from the source is monochromated using a triangular, cylindrically bent Ge(111) crystal to give an intense X-ray beam of wavelength ! = 1.54 (1) A Ê (Bras et al., 1993) . The beam is vertically focused via a 0.8 m bent quartz mirror. With the SRS operating at 2 GeV and 200 mA, a¯ux of X-rays of $ 4 Â 10 10 photons s À1 is generated at the sample position. Station 16.1 is a ®xed-wavelength (! = 1.41 A Ê ) high-intensity diffraction station optimized for small-angle measurements. Prior to monochromatization, the incident beam is de®ned via watercooled horizontal and vertical apertures (Bliss et al., 1995) . The X-ray beam is monochromated and horizontally focused using a Ge(111) triangular crystal which is capable of accepting a 12 mrad horizontal aperture. The vertical focusing of the beam is achieved by bending a 1.2 m Pt-coated fused quartz mirror. Further beam de®nition is performed using postmonochromator vertical and horizontal slits.
On both stations, diffraction patterns were obtained using a multiwire gas-®lled two-dimensional positionsensitive detector with a resolution of 512 Â 512 pixels. The SAXS data were corrected for detector response (via uniform illumination with a 55 Fe source) and background scattering. The q 4% sin a! scale (where is half the scattering angle) was calculated using a sample of wet collagen (rat tail) for calibration.
Results and discussion
We ®rst present representative results for the effect of shear on the orientation of the f.c.c. phase formed by E 40 B 10 in 0.2 M K 2 SO 4 . As discussed by Pople et al. (1997) the cubic phase is face-centred for gels at lower concentrations in this system. A b.c.c. phase is formed for concentrations above 30 wt% polymer at room temperatures, up to a temperature corresponding to a b.c.c.±f.c.c. phase transition (Hamley, Pople, Fairclough, Terrill et al., 1998) , which increases with concentration. Here, we consider data for the f.c.c. phase formed at 298 K in a gel with 30 wt% polymer subjected to largeamplitude shear (Ã 50%) at different frequencies. The measured dynamic shear moduli are shown in Fig. 3(a) . Stage 1 corresponds to the undeformed sample, as the data were acquired in the linear viscoelastic regime (Ã = 0.1%). Following large-amplitude shearing, the sample shear thins, as shown by the decrease in moduli from stage 1 to stage 2. This process occurs within the 30 s acquisition time for one SAXS pattern, which was also the temporal resolution set for the rheology experiments. With increasing frequency of large-amplitude shear from stage 2 to 4, there is little change in the dynamic mechanical response; G H and G HH are not strongly time dependent, and indicate that shear thinning continues. On cessation of large-amplitude shearing, the moduli recover rapidly (within 30 s) between stages 4 and 5 to approximately their initial value. This shows that large-amplitude shearing has not affected the rheological response of the sample, at least at the ®xed frequency 3 = 1 rad s
À1
. Further work is in progress to determine whether large-amplitude shearing changes the rheological response at lower frequencies.
A full complement of SAXS patterns obtained concurrently with the rheology data for stages 1±5 are presented by Pople et al. (1997) . Because there is little change from stages 2±4, we do not reproduce all patterns here. Instead, Fig. 3(b) shows SAXS patterns corresponding to the initial state (1) and ®nal state (5). Some orientation was induced in the sample by the loading procedure, as shown by pattern 1, where there is evidence for some anisotropy in the rings of scattering at q* and 1.15q*. Here q* denotes the position of the ®rst peak. Large-amplitude shearing enhances the extent of macroscopic alignment of the sample, as shown by pattern 5, in which there are six spots arranged hexagonally at q* and four spots in a mutually orthogonal arrangement at 1.15q*. That this pattern was retained following large-amplitude shearing indicates a contrast to the rheological behaviour, which we return to shortly. The patterns in Fig. 3 can be interpreted on the basis of a polydomain structure in the gel. Speci®cally, the outer four 200 re¯ections result from grains in which the {110} planes are oriented along the shear direction. The inner 111 re¯ections result from hexagonal close-packed (h.c.p.) layers oriented in the (v, e) plane. The presence of six inner 111 re¯ections indicates that the structure is not monodomain f.c.c., in which the stacking sequence of (h.c.p.) {111} planes is ABCABC F F F . This pattern can only be obtained if there are defects in the structure leading to random stacking sequences or sequences of ABAB F F F stacking of h.c.p. planes. These breaks in the ABCABC F F F stacking sequence mean that Bragg re¯ections are transformed into Bragg rods oriented normal to a {111} plane and the intersection of these Bragg rods with the plane containing q = 0 produces the hexagon of 111 re¯ections seen in Fig. 3(b) . A quantitative model based on this argument has been used to interpret SANS data from the f.c.c. phase of a sheared poly(styrene)±poly(isoprene) gel (McConnell et al., 1995) and similar models have been used to analyse scattering data from colloids forming h.c.p. layers (Loose & Ackerson, 1994; Dux et al., 1996) . This is illustrated in Fig. 4 , which shows Bragg rods centred on the 111 re¯ections in the reciprocal space of an f.c.c. structure. The observation that the dynamic shear moduli for the E 40 B 10 gel recover rapidly following large-amplitude shearing at a given frequency but the SAXS pattern retains the symmetry induced by the shearing process, suggests that different mechanisms of alignment occur locally and globally when the sample is deformed. As discussed elsewhere (Pople et al., 1997) , the changes in viscoelastic response are ascribed to the local proliferation of defects during shearing. These are annihilated when the shear ®eld is removed and the linear viscoelastic response observed prior to shearing is recovered. In contrast, the SAXS patterns depend on the global state of alignment of the gel and this can be increased by alignment of macroscopic grains that does not relax when shearing is stopped.
We now consider the effect of shear on the b.c.c. phase in a block copolymer gel. The most extensive studies have been performed for E 86 B 10 in 0.2 M K 2 SO 4 , for which the only cubic phase observed in the temperature range 293±353 K and for concentrations between 25 and 40 wt% was body centred. Fig. 5(a) contains results from simultaneous SAXS/rheology experiments where the strain was incremented at a ®xed frequency, 3 = 10 rad s
. The onset of nonlinear viscoelastic response is apparent above 1% strain. At Ã = 10%, the apparent G HH was larger than G H , and both G H and G HH decreased as the strain was increased, showing that the gel was shear thinning. The initial SAXS pattern is shown in part 1 of Fig. 5(b) . It contains four 110 re¯ections at AE 45 with respect to the equator, and the 200 and 211 re¯ections are strong along the À1 , Ã = 50%; 3, 3 = 1 rad s À1 , Ã = 50%; 4, 3 = 10 rad s À1 , Ã = 50%; 5, 3 = 1 rad s À1 , Ã = 0.1%. Measurements of G H and G HH were made every 30 s, which was also the integration time for the X-ray images. (b) SAXS patterns obtained prior to and following large-amplitude shearing (acquired at the end of stages 1 and 5, respectively). Depicted is the broadening of the Bragg re¯ections in the f.c.c. phase into Bragg rods due to ®nite stacking sequences of ABCABC F F F interspersed with ABAB F F F stacking. The intersections of the sets of 111 and " 111 Bragg rods with the q = 0 plane give the diffraction pattern shown on the right-hand side. This corresponds to the inner re¯ections observed in Fig. 3(b) .
meridian. The presence of signi®cant scattered intensity along the equator indicates that some {110} planes are aligned in the (v, e) plane. The symmetry of the SAXS patterns, however, was unaltered up to 930 (30) s, at which point a transition occurred to a distinct orientation of the sample, with a SAXS pattern as shown in part 2 of Fig. 5(b) . The interpretation of the latter SAXS patterns is discussed below. This timescale corresponds precisely to the onset of shearing at Ã = 100%. This correlation indicates that the transition induced by shear at the largest amplitude examined occurs rapidly (within approximately 30 s). Remarkably, cessation of largeamplitude shear led to the rapid (within 30±60 s) recovery of the original values of G H and G HH (measured in the linear viscoelastic regime). However, this was not accompanied by a transition in the SAXS pattern, which did not change from that shown in part 2 of Fig. 5(b) (over the timescale of the experiment, 40 min in the linear regime). This indicates that large-amplitude oscillatory shear induced a change in alignment of the cubic structure that was retained upon cessation of shear, although the rheological properties (at least at this frequency) were not affected by this symmetry change. This is similar to the effect noted above for the f.c.c. phase formed in solutions of E 40 B 10 .
The rheological response to strain steps at 3 = 100 rad s À1 was similar to that at 3 10 rad s
, as is evident in Fig. 6 . Again, a transition in the symmetry of the SAXS pattern was observed at 930 (30) s, corresponding to the onset of strain at Ã = 100%. In this case, the transition was from the state of partial alignment to complete alignment, i.e. the residual peaks at azimuthal angles 9 = 45 with respect to the equator were eliminated by shear under these conditions.
The SAXS pattern corresponding to the state following shear at 3 = 1 rad s À1 (1 in Fig. 5b ) can be indexed on the basis of coexistence of grains containing {110} planes parallel to the (v, e) plane and those containing {200} planes oriented in the (rv, e) plane, normal to the shear direction. This intriguing observation of planes in a`forbidden' orientation (i.e. normal to the shear direction) in a partially aligned sample has analogies with the results of Korn®eld and coworkers on the lamellar phase in diblock copolymer melts (Chen et al., 1997) . A forbidden`transverse' orientation (i.e. lamellae normal to the shear direction) was observed for samples oriented by planar oscillatory shear on the pathway to a ®nal parallel alignment [lamellae in the (v, e) plane] (Chen et al., 1997) . In the cubic phase examined here, the`forbidden' orientation appears to be a stable (or long-lived metastable) state rather than a transient, because we observed it over the course of 45 min; even when subjected to shear up to Ã = 10%, the alignment was retained.
On increasing the strain amplitude to 100% at 3 = 10 rad s
, a transition occurred to a structure with the SAXS pattern given in part 2 of Fig. 5(b) . This structure is perfected at Ã = 100%, 3 = 100 rad s
, as illustrated in Fig. 6(b) . The key to indexing the pattern 2 in Fig. 6(b) is the characteristic distribution of the ten 211 re¯ections. This pattern of 211 re¯ections is identical to that commonly observed for the gyroid structure in block copolymers oriented by shear. It can be indexed on the basis that the [111] direction is coincident with the shear direction and rotation by an angle around the [111] direction leads to planes containing the [111] direction becoming coincident with the shear plane . Unlike the gyroid structure, the b.c.c. structure observed here has 110 and 200 re¯ec-tions, together with 211 and 220 re¯ections; these are indexed in Fig. 7 . A full rotation through from 0 to 360 leads to this sequence of patterns being run through three times. Although a full complement of 211 re¯ec-tions is apparent in SAXS pattern 2 in Fig. 6(b) , only the equatorial 220 re¯ections can clearly be discerned. Slip in b.c.c. metals occurs along the closed-packed h111i directions and the crystallographic slip planes are {110}, {211} and {321} (Hull & Bacon, 1984) . It is particularly signi®cant that three {110}, three {211} and six {321} planes intersect along the same h111i direction, because the orientation of the ®rst two of these sets is apparent in the diffraction patterns indexed in Fig. 7 . Thus, there are analogies between the¯ow behaviour of our cubic micellar gels and`hard' materials such as metals.
Finally, it is observed that the same orientation of a b.c.c. phase, i.e. a structure with directionally oriented grains, with a [111] direction coincident with the shear direction, has been observed for the gyroid structure, which belongs to a b.c.c. space group (Ia " 3d). This is illustrated by data for the blend of PEP±PDMS diblocks with f PEP = 0.66, which has been extensively studied and full details will be presented elsewhere (Hamley, Pople, Vigild et al., 1998) . Here, we are solely concerned with the orientation of the gyroid phase. A SAXS pattern was obtained from a sample oriented at 333 K by largeamplitude shearing at 3 = 100, Ã = 150% and heated to 363 K. The pattern shown in Fig. 8 developed from a layered structure with strong equatorial re¯ections. The equilibrium low-temperature phase in this blend is lamellar, although a transient HPL phase has been observed for this sample at 333 K on heating, depending on the heat/shear protocol, and further experiments are underway to determine whether the pattern in Fig. 8 can be grown directly from a thermodynamically stable lowtemperature lamellar phase or whether a transient HPL phase provides the necessary growth template. Patterns resembling Fig. 8 have been observed using SANS on blends of poly(styrene)±poly(2-vinylpyridine) , blends of PEP±PDMS diblocks and pure PS±PI diblocks (Fo È rster et al., 1994) , where the sample has been subjected to large-amplitude shear in a layered phase [or hexagonal phase ] from which the gyroid structure evolves. As shown by Vigild et al. (1998) the pattern can be indexed as in Fig. 9 . This corresponds to Fig. 7 but with the 110 and 200 re¯ections absent, consistent with an Ia " 3d space group. This indicates that for this b.c.c. structure, largeamplitude shearing produces a directionally oriented polycrystal in which the [111] direction lies along the shear direction, and the {211} and {220} planes that intersect along a h111i direction are brought into the diffracting condition by rotation around this axis.
Summary
We have presented results obtained using a new instrument for simultaneous small-angle X-ray scattering and rheology experiments on soft solids at the Synchrotron Radiation Source, Daresbury, England. This device has been used to study the effect of largeamplitude shearing on the structure and rheology of block copolymer gels and melts, with a time resolution of 30 s. Large-amplitude shearing of the f.c.c. phase in a gel formed by E 40 B 10 in 0.2 M K 2 SO 4 produces an oriented polydomain crystal with h.c.p. layers in the (v, e) plane and coexisting grains with (110) planes oriented along the shear direction. In a b.c.c. phase formed by E 90 B 10 in 0.2 M K 2 SO 4 at 40 wt% copolymer, a highly aligned directionally oriented crystal was obtained following shear at large amplitudes and high frequency. This structure was shown to be due to orientation of the [111] direction along the shear direction, with planes intersecting in this direction brought into the diffracting condition by rotation. The same orientation of the [111] direction in a b.c.c. structure was observed for the gyroid phase formed in a blend of PEP±PDMS diblocks.
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